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PREFACE
This study has been carried on with the
helpful interest and financial assistance of
The Habit Clinic for Child Guidance, Boston,
which has been observing and recording chil-
dren's reactions since the onset of the .var.
The writer wishes to express particular
appreciation to Miss I'^inifred Lydon, Director
of the nursery, Phillips Brooks House, Harvard
University, Cambridge, who has ooftperated so
generously in making available the facilities
of the nursery and givint^- her own observations
of the children.
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PART I
INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
Present day preschool ohlldren have lived all their
lives in a world characterized by war activities. To help
in the understanding of the manner in which children may
react to this abnormal situation and determine means of
counteracting unfortunate results, it seems important to
study both the process of child development in general and
the specific differences appearing under certain wartime
circumstances. It is expected that there will be consider-
able difficulty in separating the two aspects. Therefore,
this study attempts to present some factors in the social
adjustment of children which appear in a limited segment of
the broad field of children's experiences in this era. The
eirea selected is one section in a long chain of possible
situations, ranging from the dislocations resulting from
bombing and evacuation to a relatively unchanged existence.
It has been recognized for a long time that children's
reactions are determined by a combination of elements, con-
stitutional, environmental, and emotional. When new and
traumatic experiences occur, the child will respond accord-
ing to this integration of personality traits. Realistic
changes in concrete situations may influence the child, or
C
important effects may be felt by the child from subtle fluc-
tuations of emotion in the adult atmosphere, since children
) are quick to sense feeling tones. Because of the multitude
of determining factors in a childs responses, because each
child must be considered a distinct and separate individual,
and because single causes and effects cannot be isolated in
dealing with the complex material of human behavior, vs/orkers
in the social sciences hesitate to proclaim specific factors
as causation. However, increasing knowledge of the details
of children's behavior may be a step in ascertaining what
situations will predispose a particular type of child to re-
spond favorably or unfavorably.
The present war situation has created external change
and internal stress for many families, and efforts are being
made not only to determine to what extent and in what manner
children are impressed by this, but to evaluate and inaugu-
rate resources to protect them from harmful forces. It has
been argued repeatedly that one cannot attribute to the war
all the difficulties young children are now meeting or mani-
festing in the process of growth. It is logical to suppose
that some of these problems would have appeared in any case
or at any crisis, and it can be shown that similar circum-
stances do not affect all children equally. Specific changes
^ recently brought about because of the war, such as father's
absence from home, are the important factors in any child's
development, but now such situations are more prevalent than

3ever and perhaps intensified because of anxiety and suspense.
However, each situation should be considered in Its entirety,
and the material for child study cannot be separated from its
context. Therefore, In the forndlatlon of this investigation
emphasis has been placed on war factors, but rather than on
reactions to the war situation, on reactions in a war situa-
tion. The actual evaluation of the role of the war in it-
self will doubtlessly wait until long time effects are ob-
servable. At the present time, considered a period of incu-
bation since there Is probably a lag between the Impact of
the war and behavior reacting fully to its dislocations, it
seems important to gather information on the behavior and
emotions of children as they pass throutih various stages of
development in a variety of aar circumstances.
This study deals largely' with ohildren whose living
conditions have changed because of father's entrance into
military service and with a small group not similarly affect-
ed, for the sake of comparison as to the presence of problems
and maladjustments. A group of children with backgrounds
and experiences as homogeneous as possible were chosen. The
youngsters were between the ages of two and six, and there-
fore in a stage of development whiBn emotional problems and
relationships are beln?:; worked thfough, instinctual drives
are being reconciled with the demands of society, and later
patterns of reaction are being established. Tliese children
were recently present at the Fhilllps Brooks House Nursery,
r
4a new resource available to children of servicemen or fac-
ulty members at Harvard University or the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, toothers* Interviews with the writ-
er aoout their crlldren, nursery teachers* accounts, and
direct observation of the children have been combined to
compile the data. Mothers were asked to describe their chil-
dren's behavior under various war conditions, their relation-
ships with people, and any habits or problems which seemed
disturbing in the past or present. It was felt that such
information might indicate reactions precipitated by war
conditions and that exploration of the past experiences of
the child might show the reaction patterns of that child
under other circumstances. Another area considered was the
child's adjustment to a strange group of children in the
setting of an unfamiliar nursery, with the idea that the
manner in which a child leaves his mother and adapts to a
new situation, especially one in which he is associating
with his contemporaries and competing in a v/orld "his ovin
size," may be an important indication of both his capacities
to mature and his previously estsblished emotional habits.
Information was sought about the child's behavior in
these three main fields:
(1) Child's behavior upon enterln;:; a new nursery and
his later social reactions there.
(2) Child's earlier adaptations in physical, mental,
and social spheres.
cc
(3) Childs apparent reaction to changes resulting
from father's entrance into military service (in
thirty cases) and to the war situation in general
(in the total group of forty.)
It was hoped that the study of these areas rnlght bring to
light representative and significant samples of behavior and
personality patterns. Much depended on information received
from mothers, and though an effort was made to use objective
standards in classifying children's behavior according to
customary expectations at their respective age levels, sub-
jective elements necessarily entered in evaluotlng attitudes
and reactions. An attempt will tje made to describe some of
the pitfalls in child development in general which are espe-
cially prominent now, to classify and Interpret the diffi-
culties found In these cases, and to note interrelations
between the three areas of development studied. If there
appeared a tendency for a child maladjusted in one area to
manifest difficulty In the others, one mi.rht look for an
underlying, pre-existing, neurotic factor. On the other
hand, if the serious dlsturbancep! relating to the war occur-
red where no other difficulties were evident, it might be
postulated that the reactions are realistic results of a
traumatic situation.
f
CHAPTER II
SOURCE AND METHOD 0^^^ INVKSTIGATIOIJ
Description of Nursery and Program
Data for this study has been obtained from the special
wartime nursery at Harvard University, Cambridge, -."assaohu-
setts, which was established in 1942 for the children of men
who are in military service at Harvard or the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and was later extended to serve
children of faculty members. The age range is two through
five* Because the servicemen, and to some extent also the
faculty Instructors, change very rapidly as the various
training courses are completed (three months is the average
period of time during which the family remains in Massachu-
setts) the group at the nursery has a transient quality which
differs from that of most nursery schools. During the time
this study was in progress mothers were allowed to enroll
their children for each afternoon from two o* clock to five
o'clock for the nominal sum of twenty-five cents per after-
noon, without committing themselves for longer periods. This
meant that some children came regularly throughout their stay,
others came only occasionally, and the groups fluctuated
month by month. The program was that of a nursery or play
group where activities are supervised and educational. The
six teachers deal daily with several children who have not
been to the nursery before, and although this situation
r
affords difficulties to the perronnel, it offered an oppor-
tunity for the writer to observe many children make their
first entrance into the group scene. During the month in
which this study was boin^; made (May - June, 1944) the aver-
age enrollment each afternoon was fifty children, who were
separated according to age group and capacities and offered
play material in two large rooms and a well-equipped outdoor
play space. Occasionally a group gathered for story-telling,
music, painting, or modeling, and additional space was avail-
able for special purposes. The children gave the impression
1
of a group engaged in free play under flexible supervision.
Description of Children
A large majority of the children studied were members
of families who had recently arrived from many parts of the
country for a temporary stay in Cambridge or nearby suburbs.
This meant that Massachusetts, as well as their new resi-
dence, was strange to them, that their stay would probably
1 Vhe facilities of this nursery were generously
made available by the director. Miss .'/inifred Lydon, to the
writer as research worker froai The Habit Jlinic for Child
Guidance, Incorporated, of Boston, which (with the financial
assistance of the Charlton Fund of Tufts College '.'edical
School) had been interested for some time in the effects of
war on children. It was felt that a study of these suppos-
edly normal children would be an important addition to mate-
rial obtained with reference to youngsters who, by their
attendance at the Clinic, presumably presented problems of
instability, anti-social behavior, or unsatisfactory rela-
tionships with parents. Also, the nursery offered for study
a group whose constituents haa suffered more dislocation
since the war than had the Clinic population.
(
ebe too short for the establishnent of any kind of a
perinanent home, and that they were not sure of the locality
to which they would be moving thereafter. The insecurity of
such a situation is apparent. The fathers of these children
were officers in the Navy, most of them having entered serv-
ice less than six months prior to the time of the study, and
being stationed at Harvard for specialized training in the
Navy Supply or Communications Schools, which afforded them
sufficient income to avoid financial insecurity, Tlie men in
these families were usually college graduates with some pro-
fessional trainin;;;, engaged in professional occupations,
while most of the mothers had ha^i some college background.
Economically the group as a whole had probably been above
middle class prior to entrance into military service, T'ost
of the families were living in rather cramped, furnished
apartments contrasting sharply with the space, facilities,
and service they had enjoyed in their own homes.
In regard to intelligencT , workers at the nursery have
felt that the children were well above average, and the few
who have been tested by a battery of verbal and performance
tests proved to be superior. Judging by the scale of stand-
ards of abilities to be expected at each year level (see
Appendix), these children are in general far advanced in the
intellectual area and to some extent in the social sphere.
Whereas the practice of singling out specific individuals as
playmates is typical of social adjustment at the five-year
•
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level. In this group it appears frequently at a^e three.
There is less solitary play on the more immature level than
one would expect from the younger children, and it Is felt
that already these children "know too much" to fit into an
average group of their chronological ar^e, and have developed
their intellectual oapacities beyond the physical and emo-
tional. Most of the youngsters had no siblings, and had
relatively little group ploy before this nursery experience.
Therefore, the play opportunity and companionship at the
nursery were usually welcomed as an outlet for their energies
and as a means of allowini^ mothers three hours of freedom
each day.
Control Group
Some of the children attending the nursery had been In
Massachusetts a longer period of time, since their fathers
have been employed on the faculty at Harvard. They were not
considered to differ markedly from the study group in any
respect as regards behavior or background. Since the dif-
ference between the two groups is largely the fact of father's
participation in military service and the degree of perma- i
nency of present location, it was felt that any significant
jdifferences in the adjustments of these two categories might
|
indicate some factors precipitating children* s difficulties
at this time.
rc
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Method of Obtaining Data
(1) Mothers.
Mothers of children attending the nursery were usually
Interviewed at the nursery In n room apart frorn those used
for the children* Because most of the children of faculty
raembers were no longer present regularly at the nursery,
the writer contacted these mothers by mall (see Ar)pendix)
and visited thetn. and their children at hone. The mothers
in the study group were considered to represent a random
sample, and no selective factor was obvious, although it may
be argued that a certain amount of selection results from
the fact that a mother disturbed about her child might be
either more anxious to disoues the situation or unwilling to
do so, or that those who had time to spend In discussion
might not represent the total group. These mothers were
approached when they arrived or left with their children,
and the writer introduced herself or was presented by the
director of the nursery as a worker from a child guidance
clinic interested in children's reactions to the war and to
moving about. An effort was made to talk with the mothers
alone, but occasionally the child was present or information
was secured from two parents together after a conversation
had snrung up spontaneously on the subject of the children's
adjustments. The procedure of seeing mothers without selec-
tion except as to their availability at the time continued
until information was received on the thirty children.
r
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Usually the wives of servl-cemen olaimed to be pleased to dls-
cuaa their children and were "always glad, like any mother,
to talk about my child."
Interviews were conducted In a casual and friendly,
rather than a strictly professional fashion, the v?riter en-
couraging^ 3iotherv<? to discuss their children's lives previous-
ly and now, together with specific references to ohan^es of
residence, arran£;eraents upon father's departure, children's
knowled *;e and fears concerning the war, and changing attach-
iTients, If information did not appear spontaneously, specific
questions were asked (see Schedule A), and throu'^hout the
interview the writer sought expressions from the mother to
indicate her own feelin^^s about the situation now confronting
her and her relationship with the child. Ciuestlons about
her l^npression of Cambridge or her subsequent plans were
helpful in deteinninins whether the mother presented herself
as a competent person making an effort to take changes in
her stride and feeling adequate in the process, or as an
Insecure person, anxious or dissatisfied with the present
situntion. No notes vi/ere written during the Interview, as
it was t'elt that this would discourar.e an easy, natural
expression of feeling. This type of interview may be criti-
cized as being unscientific, since conditions were not rigid-
ly controlled, questions were not formulated in a consistent
style but were developed according to the course of the con-
versation, and a certain amoiint of the material depended on
f
the wrlter^s recall and Iripresslon. However, it was felt
that only through an apparently oasual interview suoh as this
could data be secured in the form whioh the mother considered
important, find with a decree of emotional content which might
be more valuable in ascertaining relationships and attitudes
than a quantity of statistically valid material. Even though
leading questions were avoided, there was a danf;cr that moth-
ers mis'nt consider the focus of the interview to be on the
war situation and would, therefore, be prone to see in changes
of behavior implications for the effects of war. However,
many xmothors stated flatl;/ that no result of the war situa-
tion was observable, and in the compilation of this data
serious thought has been given to the evaluation of material
In order to avoid attributing facts erroneously to the war.
(2) Observation.
The children studied were observed by the writer In
group play at the nursery, and several were seen at the time
of their initial appearance at the nursery, which was of
special interest. It is hoped that the mother villi remain
with her child, on the sidelines, however, in case he needs
the reassurance of her presence before becoming; immersed in
the activities of the new group and in order that he may
identify the surroundings with his mother to some extent
before belni:; left on his own. Thus by the time mother leaves
the room, it is not loncer an absolutely strange location.
However, too frequently the child is left for the first time
c
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by a harassed mother who has recently arrived In Canhrldge
and is in the throes of renting an apartment while living
temporarily in a hotel room, end It has not been possible
for the approved, gradual kind of adjusting process to be
applied universally. When a two-year-old becomes upset bo-
oause of his nother*s departure, the customary practico Is
to t^lve him sonethlnj'; fanlllar to hold, v»lthout plckln;^ hlra
up unless he coines to an adult voluntarily. If he mur.t be
removed from the group because his crying Is contaf^lous or
troublesome to the other children, a teacher remains v?lth
him. At this a,^e, in the childs conception of time the
present is most Important, and a child who will cry on his
first day as thouGb he expected that his mother would never
return, may play happily t>ierecfter without apparently miss-
ing her. Sometimes reactions of loneaomeness do not appear
for sever'il days. It is difficult to reassure a two-year-
old in words, but he may comprehend much by the manner and
tone of adults. It seemed to the writer that when mothers
made no ottenpt to explain the situation to the child with
the Idea that he was too young to xmclerstand, or skipped out
of the room on the "out-of-slcht , out-of-mlnd" theory, the
child's feeling of loss was too severe for him to assimilate
•
Because of the realistic trauma involved in some of these
sltuntlons, a two-year-old wns not classified as maladjusted
if he cried on admisnion to the nursery but adjusted well
thereafter.
<
kmorxQ three -year-olds there appears to be a forester time
span and awareness of the time of dny, so that "mother Is
coming before supper time" has comprehensible meaning and
value for reassurance. Because children aim to please othera
at this af~e, social ostracism is one neans of controllin^3
unacceptable responses, such as enraged crying, in the ^vnup*
At the four-year level the conception of tine 5s further
broadened, and If the child appears upset, he nay be isolnted
temporarily. V/ith a five-year-old the social effect nay be
imposed, and being told how his crying will disturb the other
children may quiet hin. It has been observed that children
whose relationships to their parents are not such that they
feel secure and free for independent action may have dif-
ficulty adjusting to the new situation, and these children
are difficult to help in the group milieu by the methods
teachers employ to ease the child into the situation. It
must be remembered that In each case individual differences
are considered more essential than generalities about the
age groups*
(3) Teacher.
After the interviews and observation, a discussion was
held with the director of the nursery on each cas-e, covering
.
the child's early and later behavior in the rroup, his play
end relationships with other children, and the teacher*
s
contact with the fanily. Some material was obtained from
the original application form of the nursery (Schedule L),
rc
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Definitions of AdjustTnent
Rohool adjustment was considered r;ood If the child soon
alloTjed rnother to leave and played apparently contentedly
In a manner consistent with the stnndards of his a^^e level,
A child was categorized as rnakin;: a poor adjustment if he
orled a ^veat deal and repeatedly after first admission to
the nursery, refused to enter or allow rnother to leave, took
no part in the activities appropriate to his chronolo^-ical
a£^e, or was exceedingly ag-resslvo.
Jud,3inent3 re.f^ardin/;; early adjustment and reactions to
war-caused situations neoesnarlly depended to a larf;e extent
on mothers » reports, which presents an added possibility of
unreliability. ?'others might deliberately withhold informa-
tion on difficulties which they consider reflections of their
own failure, or exaggerate i ehavlor problems through lack of
knowledge or their own emotional Involvenent. Also, they
might maf^nlfy minor and natural difficulties after being
questioned specifically about the child »s behavior In these
areas. Although this danger might have been minimized if a
complete history of the child's development through various
stages could have been obtained on each cape. It was felt
that genernlly mothers were mopt cooperative In giving Infor-
mation end erplainir[T the circumstances surrounding the varl-
ous problems. Then too, it is frequently the rother'p feel-
ing about the importance of a behavior deviation, rather than
the fact Itself, which has the nost serious impllcfitlons for
r(
the future
.
A child was considered to have reacted badly to the wap-
oaused situation of father's entrance Into military service
and resulting chanf^es of residence if he appeared worried,
lonesome (outside the school situetion), or unusually trouble-
soTTie, or developed any narked change in behavior coincident
with changes in the environmental situation duo to the war-
time status of the family.
Similarly, If mother complained about a severe problem
in training, a persistent "bad habit," or relationships with
parents or other children which were thought extreme for hia
age, he was considered maladjusted in the area of early de-
velopment. Otherwise, early adjustment was classified as
good. In the control group the third category deals not
with war-caused situations, but v/ith the area of recent ad-
justment, to bring out any reactions similar to those dis-
played by the study group but attributed to other factors,
such as illness or the presence of a sibling.
Because of natural interreletionships between the three
areas, there Is necessarily some overlapping.
Limitations
This study aims to be qualitative rather than statistical
In analyzing these cases, not only because of the limited
number of children studied, but because It seems more mean-
ingful to study the child as a whole with a vievj to

17
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(3eternlning precipitating or conoonltant factors nnd resulting
ad justrients , and to trace the developinent of traits if pos-
sible, than to study a large cross-section for ^roup trends*
It is regrettable that a nore conplete biographical account
c,-)uld not be obtained for each child studied, and that par-
ents could not be seen frequently and intensively enough to
establish the kind of relationship which ni^ht reveal their
attitudes and problems further than did this rather super-
ficial contact. The control group is not consldared suf-
ficiently large to afford adequate oonparison on specific
points 'laith the children Mhose fathers nre in the armed
forces, but might indicate some general similarities or
differences between the two groups.
i

CHAPTER III
CHILDREN STTJDIED
Of the forty children studied, thirty con^prised the
study group whose fathers were in military service, and ten
were the children of faculty membera.
Age nnd Sex
The age and sex distribution of these i;^roup8 are pres-
ented in Tables I, II, and III* Ages have been computed on
the basis of age at last birthday from the time the study was
jnade . In the study group twice as many children were at the
lower age levels (aged two and three) than appeared in the
older age groups. In both groups a slightly larger number
of boys than girls were under investigation*
TABLE I.
AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTIO!.' 01-^ THIRTY CHILDREN
IN STUDY GROUP
Ages (in years
)
13oys Girls Total
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
- 2.9
- 3.9
- 4.9
- 5.9
8
3
2
4
3
6
4
11
9
6
4
Total 37 13 30
cc
TABLE II,
AGE A^D SEX DISTRIWTION OF TEN CHILDREN
IN GOHTROL GROUP
Ages (in years
)
Boys Girls Total
2.0 - 2.9 2 1 3
3.0 - 3.9 1 1 2
4.0 - 4.9 3 1 4
5.0 - 5o'9 1 1
Total 6 4 10
TABLJ III.
AGS A!-,'D SEX DI3THI3UTI0:i OF TOT-rX FOiiTI CHILDHiill
Ages ( In years Boys Girls Total
2.0 - 2.0 10 4 14
3.0 - 3.9 4 7 11
4.0 - 4.9 5 5 10
5.0 - 5.9 4 1 5
Total 23 17 40
Siblings
Of thirty children whose fathers are in the arrrwd serv
ioes twenty-three have no siblin,'^s. "^o fa^^ilies have -t-vo
children each who are attending the nursery, and there are
four additional siblinf^s in the families of these thirty
children. (Occasional references mBy be made to those chll
dren where their reactions to the vvar situation have proved
of interest, although they are not' included statistically.)
(
Of the ten faculty children five heve no siblin.^s, one family
hac two children at the nursery, and there pre four additional
siblings not Included. The total number of only children
arnong the forty is tv;enty-eiii:ht . The lercest nunber of chil-
dren in any one family is three and this occurs in only two
cases
•
Locality of Last Permanent Residence
Because the children in the study group came from varied
and distant parts of the country, they have been classified
according to the geotrraphical section of most recent perma-
nent residence, as presented in 'Jable IV. The largest number
of children have come from the T^Iorth Central region which,
with reference to these families, includes Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, and Kansas. Last
permanent residence is considered to be the place which moth-
er named as their home, rather than the most recent residence,
since the latter was frequently temporary. The eight New
England children of the control group have been in Massachu-
setts moat of their lives, although this choice of residence
was frequently considered a war measure by the family*
r
TABLE IV
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRinTlTIO!T OP P'-^RMANETIT RESIDE^ICE
OP FORTY CIIILDRE!?
Locality of
state
otudy Group Control Group Total
New England
Middle Atlantic 2
5
18
6
1
8
2
2
3
18
8
1
South Atlantic
North Central
Gouth Central
Mountain
Total 30 10 40
Chan^^ea of Residence .Since Father in Service
Prom Schedule B, the nursery arjpli cation, a list was
prepared of the number of place changes each child had made
which might be within his memory span. Voves by the ishole
family within the same city were not included, unless the
change was a recent one resulting from the father* s absence
and therefore probably involving a more definite break than
a simple change of residence under normal circumstances.
The move to ^Massachusetts was counted as one in each case,
so that each child in the study r^roun had at least one change*
Twelve had experienced only this one move, fifteen had made
two chanties, and three had moved three times. In the control
group one child had been here six months, another ei'^hteen
months, and the remaining/ ei -ht had been In I^assachusetts
most of their lives. Two mothers in the study rjroup and one

in the control group stp.ted that their fanilles had tnoved
about novernl times prior to the war because of fathers
»
occupations. The larger number of moves appearing In some
children of the study group mny actually Indicate not bo
riuch trauna as the situations wvhere fev;er residence changes
occurred, since those families who noved from place to place
Buffered the smallest amount of separation.
Amount of Separation from Father
The possibility was considered that the ainount of actual
separation from father might be a determining factor in a
child *s disturbances centering around the father's change
in status, V/hen father was away from the family for less
than two weeks. It was considered no separation. A large
group appeared in the category of absence between six weeks
and four months, (It would be difficult, because of moth-
ers* vagueness regarding dates, to break this Interval down
into smaller units.) In one case father had been away from
the family for about a year because of his previous occupa-
tion. Host children in the study group had either remained
at home when father entered service, moved with mother to
live with relatives, or followed father to Indoctrination
school and perhaps later stations. Even those children who
were not actually separated from their fathers geographically
had suffered a certain amount of change in family life along
with change in location, since In many Navy schools, including
Harvard, the men are not allowed to spend weekday nights at
rC
home, 'I able V presents the amount of time during which chil-
dren were apart from their fathers,
TABLi: V.
AMOUNT OF SiiPARATIOW FROaI FAIhii^h Or FORTY CHILDREN
I.enrth of
separation
Study Group Control Group Total
ITone 7 9 16
6 weeks - 4 months 20 I 21
1 year 1 1
Dnknown 2 2
Total 30 10 40

PART II
FINDINGS IN PRESENT AND PREVIOUS STUDIES
CHAPTER IV
PR0BLEI.1S POUND
The following sections list the different problems re-
ported or observed In the forty children studied. Many of
them have appeared In combination, so that one child may
have presented a variety of these symptoms of maladjustment.
No attempt will be made here to Indicate the number of times
each syndrome appeared
•
There seemed to be no significant difference between
the types of difficulty manifested by children in the study
and In the control groups.
School Adjustment
A. In relation to mother's leaving the child alone
1. Cried lengthily when mother departed
2. Didn't want mother to leave
3. Refused to enter nursery room
4. Continual unhappy expression
5. Refused to play unless mother present
6. Repeatedly asked for reassurance that mother
would return or remain
7. Sat tensely awaiting mother
8. Hid head
B. In relation to other children
1. Never played with others as was expected of one
his age
2. Screamed when disturbed by anything or anyone
3» Aggressive, destructive, or noisy to the point
of disturbing the group
4. Made unjustified complaints against the nursery
(
Early Adjustment
A, Habits
1. Eating - vomiting; refusal to eat; difficulty in
weaning
2. Sleeping - difficulty in falling asleep; night
screaming
3. Incontinence - enuresis, diurnal and nocturnal;
soiling
4. Sex activity - masturbation
5. Sucking - fingers; blanket
B, Physical Symptoms
1. Stomach pains
2. Eyes crossed at times
3. Fatigue
C, Discipline
1. Whining
2 • Tantrums
3. Marked disobedience
D, Pears
!• Dogs
2. Death
3 . Dark
4. Being touched
E, Personality Traits
1. Too aggressive
2. Too submissive
3. No affeotional response
4« "Nervous"
5* Has fantasy companions
Reactions to War-Caused Situations
A. Regression
1. Eating
2. Sleeping
3. Sucking
4. Crawling
6« Wetting and soiling
((
B. Aggression
!• Spitting
2, Kicking
3, Biting
4* Halrpulling
5. Fighting with other children
6. War games
C. Illness
1# Pever
2. Vomiting
3. Loss of weight
4« Strange and frequent colds
D. Discipline
!• Tantrums
2» Disobedience
3. Whining
4. "Spoiled behavior"
E. Anxiety
1. Screaming In sleep
2. Crying
3. Pear of father's death
4» Unsettled or depressed
P, Attachments
1. Father - misses him; hangs on hlmj repeatedly asks
about his return; refuses to talk about him
2. Mother - closer to herj more demanding; afraid
she will leave
3« Others - misses friends
Combined Adjustments in Three Areas
VHien the three categories of school adjustment, early
adjustment, and reaction to v/ar-caused situations (or recent
adjustment for the control group) are combined, eight varia-
tions are possible. Tables VI and VII present these pos-
sibilities and the number of children studied who fit into
((
the different groupin{^;s. A larger proportion of poor adjust-
ment occurred In the area of reaction to the war than in the
other two adjustment oateyories. Case exornples will be used
as illustrative material to furnish a more integrated picture
of the factors appearing in combination in individual cases.
TABLE VI.
ADJUSTMENTS IN THREE AREAS OP STUDY aROUP
Type School Early War Combined
good poor good poor good poor
a 14
——————
14 14 14
b 7 7 7 7
4 4 4 4
d 2 2 2 2
e 1 1 1 1
f 1 1 1 1
g 1 1 1 1
h
Total 20 10 20 10 16 14 30
(
TABLE VII.
ADJUSTMENTS III TxHREE AREAS 0? COTJTROL OROUP
j.yp© Sohool Early War uomDinoa
good poor* good poor r^ood
a 6 6 6 6
b 2 2 2 2
c 1 1 1 1
d 1 1 1 1
Total 8
'
2 7 3 6 4 10
The largest number of the study group children to ap-
pear in any one classification were the fourteen children
who were considered to have adjusted v?ell in all three meas-
ures (Type "a")t Mary is an example of this kind of adjust-
ment •
Case 1 - Mary-"-
Five months ago when father entered military service
Mary, aged three, and mother left their home in Montana
and sold it, to follow father to Michigan, Arizona, and
finally Massachusetts where they are now living in a
one-room apartment* l{&rj was accustomed to moving with
her parents during the summer and has not seemed dis-
turbed at any of the recent changes except that she
misses her toys. Mother Intends to keep the family to-
gether as long as possible, and when father £^oes over-
seas, she and Mary will live alone near mother* s fanily.
Mother describes her as a "Daddy's girl" but she and Mary-
are "good pals" and enjoy activities together, such as
1 Names of children and their permanent residences
are fictitious.
(
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shopping. The child has no particular attaohTnents at
home, but is fond of both grandmothers. Mother had no
coTnplaints about her behavior in the past or present.
Since they live in one room, Marj is more likely to want
mother with her at night, but this has not been a prob-
lem.
Mary's mother appears competent and happy, enjoys talk-
ing sbout the child, and is particularly grateful for
the facilities of the nursery because Mary has a fine
time in constructive play there. Teacher considers that
she has good social awareness, is friendly and not ag-
gressive. She has been able to fit in with children of
all ages.
The family has tried to make a game of the war, as far
as Mary is concerned. She recognizes uniforms and mil-
itary equipment, and is particularly careful of Daddy's
"Navyforms ," as she calls his uniforms. She feels re-
quired to salute those in uniform and to stop walking
when the bugle blows.
The pattern of adjustment which was next in frequency in the
study group appeared in seven children who were apparently
maladjusted in many aspects of their lives (Type "b" ) . The
following two oases are presented to illustrate this syndrome.
Case 2 - Billy
Billy, aged two-and-a-half, was conspicuous in the nurs-
ery after mother had departed without letting him know
she WQS leaving. Ke cried loudly for some time and re-
sumed crying spasmodically throughout the afternoon
while he spent most of his time near adults, gazing dis-
consolately out of the window. It was not until mother's
return that he permitted himself to become Interested in
any of the play material, and he continued to return to
her side frequently. After this unhappy experience moth-
er remained with him in the nursery room, since he re-
fused to allow her to leave and repeatedly asked for
reassurance that she was staying. He never played with
other children, made no effort to take what he wanted
from anyone else, and did not seem relaxed at play.
On the original application to the nursery, mother had
stated that Billy ^has felt insecure since 4/l/44---
afraid of being deserted by parents." The date refers
to the time of father's entering the Navy. At that time
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the family had moved from Ohio where they had always
lived in a five -room house, to Florida, presumably to
be nearer father. Here nother considered the living
arrangements, a two-and-a-half-room apartment, very bad.
Billy was with other children for the first time and
from them learned to spit, kick, pull hair, and bite.
?or the first six weeks there he would not let mother
out of his sight, but improved somewhat in this respect
during the last tni^o weeks. Previous to this move he
had not been so attached to mother, and thou;j;h she did
not go out often without him, he would remain with any-
one when necessary. ?Iow he cries when either parent
leaves. He had been told ;i"!)out father* s entering the
Navy In advance and knew about uniforms, but he has no
conception of combat, mother feels. Tie insists on having
his own clothes considered Navy uniforms too.
Mother willingly described the difficulties she has been
having in the course of his development. Because mother
never had enough milk, Billy was only partially breast-
fed, and from the age of four months to eighteen months
he was a "ruminator," regurgitating his food and some-
times vomiting. Pediatricians told mother to ignore
this, that it Tijas an attention-getting device. How he
dislikes eating in restaurants and smears food over every-
thing. He is still not reliable about toileting, so that
mother kept him diapered at the nursery, an uncommon pro-
cedure among this group. Mother did not consider hia
sleeping habits unusual except that he will sometimes
pretend to be terribly tired when he has gotten into
trouble, and he sucks his blanket at night. Mother
thought he was afraid of dogs because he had been warned
against approaching them. On one occasion in the nurs-
ery he exhibited panic when the janitor, to entertain
the children, put a mop on his head in imitation of a
wig, which delighted the group. Billy, however, rushed
to mother, frightened and crying.
Mother, a former social worker, has decided that he is
the kind of child who munt be spanked by way of punish-
ment because disapproval means nothing at all to him.
She seemed dissatisfied with her accomplishments, both
in her previous work and in regard to the child, and
observed that perhaps she had started too many things.
She had planned to live with grandparents when father is
shipped out, but because of Billy* s activity she has
doubts about this arrangement and may live alone.

Case 3 - Joan
Joan was four years old lahen she was sent to the nursery
for the first time In the oare of her older sister, agod
six. During most of the afternoon she sobberf while sister
tried to comfort her in a very responsible fashion, but
when mother reappeared, Joan began to play apart from
sister and demanded what she fancied from the other chil-
dren. About a week later on the occasion of her second
visit to the nursery she refused to leave mother »s side,
and was present v?hile m.other, a pale, worn-appearing wom-
an, expressed her anxiety about Joan's reactions since
father had left their home in Indiana to enter the Navy
five months previously. In the discussion mother spelled
out words, such as d-a-r-k, d-e-a-t-h, and c-a-r-e.
After father's departure Joan went to bed with a cold
and fever and remained there for five weeks. For the
next two weeks she vo^^iited "every ten minutes," according
to mother, lost weight, had tantrums so that mother did
not dare cross her, and sometimes screamed In her sleep.
All this time she spoke about father as though he were*
dead. As soon as she knew of his prospective visit she
recovered, but reverted again during the next month when
ftither again departed. Mother felt that she had been
frightened by all the comment about war from older boys
In their neighborhood at home. Because of the serious-
ness of Joan's condition, mother felt obliged to sell
their home in order to obtain the money with which to
follow father.
This reaction on Joan's part to father's leaving was
totally unexpected since previously she nad had little
to do with him, and because of her frequent Illnesses
and domineering nature, father had never taken an inter-
est in her. Now, however, he is more devoted to her, as
she is to him. As a result of her physical attractive-
ness, strange adults frequently pet her, and mother ob-
jects to this for the sake of the other child. Joan
has had relatively little play contact with other chil-
dren because she is "so bossy." With her sister she Is
al.vays the leader In spite of the age difference.
For the first eighteen months of her life , Joan appar-
ently had stonach pains which could be relieved only by
frequent enemas. Before she could talk, she would point
at the enema bag because it afforded temporary comfort.
During this time her sleeping was also disturbed. Moth-
er blames sister for Joan's fear of the dark, and thinks
the former gave her ideas of death which make her afraid
that her parents will die and leave her.
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Thou^rh Joan seems happy now that she Is near her father,
she refuses to leave mother for any length of time, and
mother Is afraid of her future reactions. The possibil-
ity of a parochial school for her has been considered,
since mother has strong feeling about reli.-ious educa-
tion and "training the mind*" Mother does not feel that
their present llvln^fj arrangements are satisfactory, since
the family is accustomed to four beds instead of the two
which they must now share. She would not consider co^^iS
to live with maternal grandparents* Durint-; her own
childhood they quarrelled constantly and she was so mis-
erable she Yjould not subject her children to the same
environment. Mother remarked that father wanted to go
overseas, ^j?hereas most wives assume that this is inev-
itable rather than volitional*
The group of four children (Type "c") who have reacted
badly to some situation precipitated by the war without show-
ing previous difficulties or carrying the disturbance over
to the school situation will be discussed later. The child
who represents Type "g** in Table VI, school adjustment poor
without any other manifestation of difficulty, may not be
typlccl since this child was younger than the others in the
group and his mother was not able to remain with him at the
nursery for an extended period of time* Also, the repre-
sentative of Type "f", poor adjustment in school and in rela-
tion to the war without any early difficulty, is considered
to be questionably categorized. This case (Case 5 - Jackie)
will be presented later as an example of exaggerated attach-
ment to parents* The only possible combination which did
not appear In any of the cases was poor early adjustment
with satisfactory school and war adjustments. If this were
to hold true in a large number of cases, it might be inter-
preted as an indication that early difficulties always
I
Influence later adaptations or ore S3rmptOTn£itlc of an under-
lying tendency of instability.

CHAPTER V
VULIORABILITY UNDER DISTURBING CIRHJ^T^V^NCES
Since Tablee VI and VII indicate that twenty-one chil-
dren in the study group and eight in the control group show
consistent patterns of either good or poor development in
the areas studied, it would seem that this investigation con-
firms nany previous studies to the effect that generally
children who have adjusted well continue to do so in a vari-
ety of life circumstances, whereas in another {*roup of chil-
dren there is tendency for maladjustment to become diffused
through many areas. On the theory that children react to
the war as they have reacted to other crisis situations,
the assumption is that the disturbed child is being influ-
enced more by his fundamental maladjustment than by the war-
caused circumstance. Wolf has stressed that fearful chil-
dren need help in their adjustment and relationships as a
whole and states that their problems in wartime are "not
necessarily war-born, but hove their origins in the life
problems and In the vicissitudes of adjustment of a partic-
ular personality to the demands nade upon it."-^
Tlio child who is chronically nervous in wartime and
Inclined to be fearful when there is no immediate cause
for fear is usually the child who is timid and anxious
in peacetime also. Such fears, typical of the ngea
between two and six, are not caused by external events
like the war, but have their sources in the child's inner
emotional conflicts characteristic of this period,
^
1 Anna W. M. Wolf, Our Children Pace '.Var
,
p. 32.
2 Ibid*^ P- SA.
II
similarly Dr. Thoin ooncludes:
Those children reacting to the «ar with neurotic symptoms
such as anxiety, excessive aggression, or depression,
which seem to be a direct reflection of the war situation
are usually found to have exhibited a previous tendency
to react in an exaggerated manner under other difficult
circumstnnces . In children who have been unable to cope
adequately with the ordinary stresses of normal times,
the war may produce new symptoms or accentuate old ones.
But the war situation in itself is not necessarily the
basic cause of the reaction. Usually a preexisting emo-
tional instability underlies the precipitating factor,
the war in this instance.
^
Child guidance clinics attempting to analyze reactions
to the war as they occurred at the beginning of hostilities
commented on the small number of cases coming to their atten-
tion where the problem was directly related to the war situ-
ation and conditions resulting from the emer :ency. As a
result of a compilation of data in 1942 from reports made to
The National Committee for Mental Hygiene by thirty-three
clinics representing eighteen states throughout the country,
it was felt that though neurotic anxiety might become at-
tached to the war, the basic insecurity of the Individual
was the Important factor.^ A study made by psychiatrists
at the Kablt Clinic for the month of Faroh, 1942, pointed
out that only five of the sixty-three children attending
the clinic during the month showed behavior chanr.es or
3 Douglas A. Thorn, "The Psychological Response of
Adults and Children to Influences Exerted by the Var," Bul-
Letln of the New En^'lend Medical Center
,
5:176, August, 1943.
4 Hault Clinic for Child Guidance, Inc., Boston.
Compilation of Information on the Effects of v/ar on Children
for National Committee for Mental Hvt- iene , 1942. (Unpub-
lished.)

exiaggerated emotional reaotiona since the war.^ Habit clinics
operated by the State Division of Mental Hygiene in Massaohu-
setts reported an even snaller percentage of reactions to
the war (3»5 per cent) for the year 1942. Other countriea
report the same phenomenon. Children in France, for instance,
were considered to react to direct contact with the invader
according to previous personality patterns.
Further confirmation of the fact that children are not
reacting uniquely to war-caused situations comes from the
ten children of the control group whose adjustments are
presented in Table VII. Neither the number nor the forms
of their symptoms seemed significantly different from those
manifested by children in the study group. Here "recent
maladjustments" seemed to have been caused by such traumatic
factors as the birth of a sibling, abrupt weaning, or drastic
medical treatment. One otherwise well adjusted four-year-old
boy in this group had had a tonsillectomy without any warn-
ing or preparation. Because he had always sucked his fingers
at night the doctor told him that if be continued to do so
after the operation, he would have to return to the hospital
where he had been unhappy. Actually, he was later obliged
to go back because of hemorrhage, and he appeared quite up-
set by fear of separation and of putting his fingers in his
5 Habit Clinic, Monthly Report
,
March
,
1942
,
p,4.
6 warle Helene f^ercier, "The Suffering of French
Children," The Nervous Child, 2:310, July, 1943.
<
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mouth* In spite of reassurance that this would not hurt him
now, he dropped the habit and awoke screaminej several nights.
However, it may not be possible to attribute all dis-
turbances to brsic instability, ilven in the control fjroup
of our investi^^ation where mothers disclaimed any effects
of the war, they frequently mentioned the indirect influence
of fathers lon^:;; working hours, hia resultant irritability
at home, and the fact that the child was becoming excessively
attached to the mother because the father was present so lit-
tle during the day. There is a reality factor which must be
taken into account. Military psychiatry after Vorld ',7ar I
and more recent findings point out that each individual may
have a breaking point, that under a particular degree or
type of stress those who have adjusted well to other life
circumstances may react with neurotic symptoms. Burt has
summarized the situation regarding wartime maladjustment as
follows
:
Much must be due to the general atmosphere of excitement
and insecurity — phrases that cover the effects of in-
numerable changes arising from the circumstances of war,
and affectinc; in voryinf^ degrees almost the whole popula-
tion, but bearing m.ost severely on those who are of an
innately unstaT)le disposition or who have been placed
in a situation of undue strain."^
In this connection it is interesting that four of the
children in the study group investigated here suffered reac-
tions to war-caused situations without any previous
7 Cyril fiurt, "War Neuroses in British Children,"
The Nervous Child, 2:330, July, 1943,
((
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indications of malad justment • The case of John is an example
of this unexpected reaction*
Case 4 - John
John was three -and-a-half when father left their home
in Kentucky to enter military service. At this time
he and mother moved into an apartinent in the same oity
where they had had their ovan home. He knew about fa-
ther's plans in advance of his departure, and though he
had alvyays been close to father who was acoustomeci to
spending a good deal of time with him, he showed no
reaction during the two month separation. However, when
his father returned on leave, John would not let him
out of his sight. If he stepped into another room, the
child would cry that nov; he was going "back to Navy."
After this there occurred another separation of a month,
and during this interval John would remain awake at
night imagining that he heard his father's footsteps
approaching. The day of father's departure he had vom-
ited all his food.
During his first few days in Massachusetts John did not
eat well, but he is having no difficulties now. Mother
is living with a group of college friends so that it
seems like a reunion to her, but John misses his little
friends at home and claims that although he enjoys play-
ing with the children here, they are not really his
friends. Mother remained in the room during his first
visit to the nursery and he played well, both alone and
with other children. He has not seemed disturbed in the
group since that time, but is still clinging to his fa-
ther. John's baby sister is now seventeen months old,
and mother has not been aware that he has shown any neg-
ative reactions toward her.
This case also illustrates the possibility of a delayed
kind of reaction. Because the reaction is not immediate or
manifested on the surface does not mean that nothing has
happened to the child. The response to anxiety by repres-
sion may have serious consequences, since it is so difficult
to determine and to treat. One mother reported that her
nine-year-old son, who has had many habit problems in the
pastf tends to keep hie worriea to himself, and suffers a
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great deal before being able to verbalize his confusion.
When his father left for military service the boy did not
discuss his departure, but after a separation of t\^o vveeks
he suddenly began to cry, talked with his mother about miss-
ing Dad, and thereafter seemed relieved and happier.
It has been observed that behind failure to ask ques-
tions may lie anxiety and conflict.® A four-year-old girl
studied here, very much attached to father who had assumed
the major responsibility of her care as mother was ill fol-
lowing the birth of the ohild, reacted to his departure with
physical symptoms, and also refused completely to talk about
him or listen while anyone else spoke of him. (This partic-
ular phenomenon might be similar to that observed in younger
children who refuse to recognize their mothers after a separa-
tion, partly because the separation has meant rejection to
them, and they are punishing mother in return. ) It has been
observed that English children, after severe bombings, tended
not to speak of the experience for some time. Perhaps in
some children the painful experience must be assimilated in
some form, however unrealistic, before their conflicts appear
more openly.
Children's fears are certainly not universally attached
to the real origin of their anxiety. Vhe same displacement
may occur in regard to their affectional ties* '.Vhen several
8 June Harris, "Answering Children's Question,"
Mental Hygiene
,
26:427, July, 1942.
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mothers In the course of this study observed that their ohll-
dren complained seriously of missing their toys or their
pets, it seemed as though in this way the children ni^^ht he
indirectly manifesting a lack, the real nature of which they
could not express, and employing the inhuman object as a
symbol
•
Much interest has been shown in the reactions to the
war of those appearing before clinicians for a variety of
problens, and a frequent conclusion has been that the pro-
portion of unfavorable reactions is small. Gardner and
Spencer*^ for example, found in a group of adolescent boys
referred from a Juvenile Court, a marked lack of Interest
and participation in war activities, although these chil-
dren had fathers or brothers in military service, it is
Interer.ting to speculate on the possibility that a crisis,
such as the war-, which imposes reality strains may seem to
have a more serious effect on the "normal" population than
on the neurotic group absorbed in the struggle with inner
fears and stresses. It was apparent, at least superficially
at the beginning of the war, that among adult patients at-
tending psychiatric clinics a certain amount of neurotic
energy was being focused on war activities which tended
temporarily to decrease anxiety and other symptoms. Per-
haps the war is more of a threat to the previously secure
9 George E« Gardner and Harvey Tipencer, "Reactions
of Children with Fathers and Brothers in the Armed Forces,"
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 14:42, January, 1944.

children, who have not suffered fears about separation* Then
too, in the case of the unstable individual, the war may not
be as severe on him as his own cruel conscience or distorted
drives
•
It seems unwarranted at this point, therefore, to arrive
at an unqualified conclusion that children are not reacting
to the 'Ji?Rr situation, or thet only the basically unstable
children are sufferin£j. The presence of four children in
the study £;;roup whose reactions to a war-caused situation
were unexpected since they had manifested no other traits
of instability may not be significant in itself, but sug-
gests the possibility of sudden unfavorable responses in
certain situations of pressure, or perhaps as the cumulative
effect o- repeated shocks or extended rrief . Predictions
as to reactions after further world changes ore still spec-
ulative.

CHAPTER VI
COmiOlJ FACTORS
The children in this study are in the formative years
between two and six. Disturbances in relationships at this
stage, vjhether for internal or external reasons, will seri-
ously affect later character • During these years the child
is, at best, going through a difficult stage of psychosexual
development. Many conflicts which normally are resolved by
the time he starts school are being worked through* Also,
more Tnature behavior is expected of him, and pressure is
brought to bear in the direction of his socialization. Ide-
ally he is becoming more independent of his earlier ties.
It seems significant that in a study of English children who
suffered traumatic bombing, all the children who showed per-
sistent signs of strain were between one end five -and -a -half
years
Because of the importance of this age group it would
seem of significance to note any factors differentiating
those children who reect badly. The findings of this inves-
tigation will be presented here, to be followed by discus-
sion of some of the theory on these subjects in later chap-
ters.
1 Frank Bodnian, "Enemy Action," in Proceedings of
a Conference Held at the British Medical Association's Rouse,
August 16, 1941, p. 3.

Table VIII indicates the distribution cxf rrood and poor
adjustments in the three areas studied at the vfirious age
levels. There seem to be no significant differences, either
In type or number of unfavorable reBctions, between children
at each age. This, however, is not considered conclusive
because of the small number of cases comprising each age
group.
TABLE VIII.
ADJUSTMEIITS IIT THREE AREAS ACCORDIITG TO ACE
OP STUDY GROUP
Age School Early War
good poor total good poor total good poor total
2 7 4 11 8 3 11 6 5 11
3 7 2 9 7 2 9 4 9
4 3 3 6 2 4 6 3 3 6
5 3 1 4 3 1 4 2 2 4
Total 20 10 30 20 10 30 16 14 30
Sex
The only ei»ea where reactions of the boys and the
girls appeared markedly different occurred in the large
number of poor reactions to the war in the boys. This is
expressed In Table IX. One wonders if the specific fact
of father's absence has had more traumatic meaning to the
c
male child because of Increased guilt resulting from hostile
wishes, the fact that he Is In a position to secure an exag-
gerated amount of affection and attention from mother, and
the lack of a male figure with whom to identify.
TABLE IX.
ADJUSTMENTS IN THREE AREAS ACCORDINCx TO SEX
OP STUDY GROUP
Sex School Early War
good poor total good poor total good poor total
Boys 10 7 17 11 6 17 7 10 17
Girls 10 3 13 9 4 13 9 4 13
Total 20 10 30 20 10 30 16 14 30
Siblings
Of the seven children in the study group who had sib-
lings, four were well adjusted in all areas, one was mal-
adjusted in all areas, and two appeared in the <]p?oup of
children who reacted badly to the war-caused situations
without difficulties in other spheres. From these results
it would seem that, in this small group at least, the pres-
ence or absence of siblings is not si :^nifleant as a deter-
mining factor in maladjustment.
Number of Changes, and Separation from Father
Table X indicates the number of place changes made by
th< fourteen children who have not adjusted well to a
I
war-caused situation. Comparing these children with the
total group in regard to this dimension reveals no signif-
icant correlation between poor adjustirient and greater num-
ber of changes. It is interesting thot the three children,
two in the study group and one in the control group, who
had moved from place to place previously and, therefore,
probably sensed the Impemanence of their residences, all
had recent difficulties in adjusting. Of the twelve chil-
dren in the total study group who remained at home except
for their move to Massachusetts, five reacted badly to the
war-caused situation, while seven did not manifest this dif-
ficulty.
Only two of the fourteen children with war maladjust-
ments had suffered no separation from their fathers, so
that the fact of separation may be considered a more sig-
nificant determinant of later maladjustment. This might
be expected, in view of the young childs emotional needs.
However, it seems important to emphasize that each child
is reacting to many factors simultaneously, and the basic
causes of behavior cannot always be isolated. This analysis
is not an attempt to do so, but is merely suggestive.

TABLE X.
FUT/BER OF WAR-CAUSi^D RESIDETJCE CHA5GES
IN STUDY GROUP
Number of
Changes
Adjustment to V/ar Situation
good poor total
1 7 5 12
2 8 7 15
3 1 2 3
Total 16 14 30
Reaction to Uniforms
As might be anticipated in the case of children of
servicemen, most of those in the study croup showed a recog-
nition of and interest in military uniforms. They were
able to identify them at an early age and to associate them
with their fathers. A mother claimed of one youngster that
"he has no use for civilians." The quality of responses
to uniforms does not seem to differ in the adjusted and mal-
adjusted groups. However, closer examination of individual
cases might sug^^est the presence of an anxiety component
alon(^ with the superficial interest in uniforms. A fe^ of
the children derived great comfort from physical contact
with a man in uniform, although quite aware that he \7as not
Daddy. Many children wished to wear articles of clothing
representing uniformg. It la difficult to Jttdg» how much
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a)
of this Is the normal, healthy, and necessary Identification
with the mature person, and on the other hand, hovj much
results from fear of the strong, authoritarian, father fig-
ure which causes the child to imitate the feared object as
a means of protection. The only child upset hy unlfoms
was the seventeen-month-old sister of one of the study cases
who refused to allow father near her when he was in uniform.
Participation in V/ar Games
Parents of the present generation of children, having
been brought up In a paciflstic era, were quite concerned
by the number and intensity of the war games v/hich their
children were playinf:; at the beginning of the war, and much
literature assured them tht^t such aggressive play was nor-
mal, a necessary outlet for their enerf^ies, and a natural
result of the world atmosphere to which the youngsters were
exposed. Older children seemed guilty about such activities
and expected parental opposition.^ Recently, however, there
has been more emphasis on the fact that preoccupation with
the war might Interfere with normal activities, and the
possibility that children are being threatened with a return
to uninhibited infantile behavior patterns. In some chil-
dren war gomes may be a symptom of conflict
#
Habitual war play on the part of children is one method
of resolving preoccupation with war and war conditions.
It should, however, be recognized as such, as a symptom
2 Ralph C. Preston, Children* s Reactions to a
Contemporary War Situation, p. vv.
•
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of a beslc neurotlclsri, nnd not as a desirable or whole-
Sfflne play activity. Whenever a child is excessively
Interested in war play, we may be certain that our csu?e
and guidance have failed; we may know that we have not
^ provided hiin with the basic security he requires.
When the Phillips Brooks nursery v/as in its first year,
aggressive war play ^fias frequent anong the children, but
after the same children had been in the j^oup for a time,
this kind of play decreased. Children in the three -year-old
group were most interested in these activities. Teachers
observed that each new group coming in began the cycle of
war games all over again, and when this happened, the younger
children were inclined to revert and join the newcomers.
Recently war games have been discouraged on the grounds that
these children may be lacking the experience to be gain from
other fields of learning and that the nursery should offer
constructive substitute activity. At the time of this study,
although no repressive measures were employed, there was
little ort;';anized war play.
Perhaps war play becomes more of a problem at a later
age. The only child studied here v;ho was said to engage
in war games consistently was a five -year-old boy '.vho has
been very aggressive at the nursery, has no respect for
authority, and is demanding of attention from adults and
other children. Sometimes his behavior results in ostra-
i
cism by the group. He has always been onuretic, at the
3 Arthur L. Kautman, "Children's Play In War Time,**
Mental Hygiene
, 27:551, October, 1943.

nursery he masturbates frequently, and mother complains
that he has been uncontrollable since his two-month stay at
his grandparents* home. Mother herself has recently had a
series of physical complaints and seemed anxious about her
handling of the child. The boy had expressed his insecurity
and confusion by asking if the father's departure meant that
he did not love them any longer. This case seems to bear
out Rautman*s statement quoted above.
It seems significant that although war games were
reduced to a minimum in the Phillips Brooks nursery, the
military theme was repeatedly reflected In buildings, draw-
ings, and clay models.
Ifother's Attitudes
It was felt that the degree to which a mother was a
happy and gratified person would represent ah important
factor in the child's life, and an atte»*pt was made to ob-
tain information on this score by noting mothers' state-
ments regarding the ?;ar, this strange part of the country,
their future plans, and feelings toward grandparents. Be-
cause of the subjective nature of such evaluations as the
writer might make from this material on mothers* attitudes
and because the relationship between parents* feelings and
children's behavior is so obviously reciprocal, only gen-
eral trends will be presented.
Most mothers seemed accepting of the changes forced
upon them, apparently enjoyed their ohildren^ felt adequate
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In Tnanaglng them, and had satlafaotory plans for the time
when father would leave the country. This i;:;roup Included
the four nothers whose children reacted In an unfortunate
manner to the war-caused situation of change hut who Yiore
other'.vlse well adjusted. Only occasionally did a mother
openly reject her child or appear cor.pletely dissatisfied
with the present arrangements of her life, but in the feT»
cases vjhere this did occur the child was maladjusted in all
areas, as one might expect. One mother was well aware of
her own tension in regard to the war and father's leaving,
but was making an effort to prevent it from reflecting upon
the child. The remaining group manifested comhinatlons of
feelings of dissatisfaction, oversolicitude , and insecurity
in their own lives and in dealing vtith their children, per-
haps all related to basic guilt and anxiety reactions in
themselves. The children of these mothers had reacted un-
favorably to the war situation. Several mothers whose chil-
dren did indicate maladjustment tended to accuse grandparents
of spoiling them. Though criticism of grandparents is com-
mon and occurred occasionally even in the .veil adjusted
group, among the maladjusted mothers it sometimes assumed
neurotic proportions, as in the woman who complained in a
competitive manner that the family had never spoiled her in
the same way.
The causal relationship between mother's attitude and
the child I development has been stressed to the point
n
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where mothers are almost defensive when they discuss their
children. It must be remembered that these mothers are now
obliged to take on new responsibilities, that they, too, are
suffering frustration and deprivation, and that their fun-
damental adjustments are being threatened by a variety of
stressful circumstanoes , The question is frequently raised
as to whether the child who suffers a poor reaction to fa-
ther's entering service is really responding to his absence
or to mother's anxiety. The writer's feeling is that under
the conditions Imposed upon the children investigated here
it is not possible, or meaningful, to separate the two fac-
tors. It is natural that the stable mother who enjoys her
child can endow him with the security which this feeling
transmits and can cope less emotionally with normal dif-
ficulties in the process of growth and evei»yday living. The
mother whose guilt or insecurity or fundamental rejection
of the child has engendered similar insecurity in him, must
suffer with the realistic problems presented by the child
in response to his situation. His behavior may elicit a
further negative reaction from his mother, since the mal-
adjusted child is a real threat, and so on in a vicious
circle
•
A great deal of literature has warned parents against
showing their anxieties regarding the war to their children.
Even more important seem to be the mother's fundamental at-
titude about child management and her recognition of the
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
LIBRARY

child as an individual with his cvn pace of development for
whom she willingly assumes responslhlllty . In Case 1 where
the child seemed well adjusted and the relationship bet\¥een
parents and child was good, mother wonted to Iteep the fanilly
together as a unit as long as possible. Opposed to this is
a mother of a two-year-old boy who frankly observed that she
was beginning to resent the child now, was dlsi^usted with
him, and wanted to take advanta^;;e of the last few weeks with
her husband alone* The result of her attitude is an inseour©,
unhappy, troublesome youngster who has apparently never ex-
perienced the satisfactory giving and receiving of affeo-
tional responses. The complaint of another mother is her
disappointment that her three-year-old son*3 personality
seems already formed so that she cannot mold it to her lik-
ing. Perhaps there is a factor of adaptability which la
especially Important in these times of change, and those
adults who posses it may survive with less strain to them-
selves and better perspective in Introducing their children
to life.
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CHAPTER VII
SYMPTOMS OP DIPPIGULTY HI ADJUSTITir TO THE WAR SITUATION
The kinds of symptoms appearing in the children v?ho
manifested difficulty as a result of war-caused situations
are not clear-out or isolated. The various syndromes are
80 closely related that they are not meaningful statisti-
cally, but may indicate general trends, iitiologlcally all
the sjrmptoms may involve a basic anxiety and insecurity,
expressed in a variety of ways. For Instance, some children
clung to their mothers in the nursery or at home, or com-
pulsively demanded reassurance as to their presence. One
girl Indicated her anxiety by refusal to talk of her father,
while Joan spoke of her father as if he were already dead.
Some reacted by returning to an earlier stage of basic habit
development, and in other children bodily symptoms perhaps
served as an outlet for their feelini^s. Occasionally dis-
obedience and anti-social behavior increased.
The conspicuous absence of some symptoms in the i^roup
studied here is interesting. There was only one example of
marked, active aggression. Perhaps this reaction is more
typical of later years. Unfortunately, the grief or anxiety
reactions, expressed in withdrawal, physical symptoms, de-
pression, and tightening of bonds with parents, which were
more common in this group, seem much more difficult to reach
than the outgoing response of a ,'.;ro9slon which indicates
that th« child is doixiK SOmetMnR SLiQiilLJiifl conflict.
i

Another noticeable leek In the symptcms of children
with fathers In military service Is fear attached to speclfio
objects, such as blackouts or airplanes. Perhaps these
younger children are soniehow less subtle In projecting their
anxiety In this fashion and break down sooner In the funda-
mental areas of physical adjustinent and of habits recently
established. Also, there very young children seem able to
express their fear of desertion with spontaneous responses
of clinging and demanding and terror, which in an older per-
son might have to be diverted, consciously or unconsciously,
into other channels in order to be socially acceptable.
Regression, which was found here frequently, might well
be anticipated in children who feel robbed as a result of
separation from their love objects for whom they have given
up more primitive forms of behavior. The more mature pat-
terns of eatln{^ and elimination, for instance, have no In-
trinsic value to the child except as they please the adult
who is important to him. Thus, anonr; evacuated children or
those placed in institutions and in foster hones for other
reasons, regression is commonly seen.
It has been noted that children v/ho have shown neurotic
behavior or marked behavior disturbance prior to the
war have most commonly shown a regressive type of be-
havior, that is, behavior characteristic of an earlier
childhood period or even of infancy. These children
apparently experience an active tlon of underlying con-
flicts, a reinforcement of fears and hostilities which
results in rore anxiety than they can handle through
symptoms characteristic of their age, and they retreat
to an earlier, safer life-period »vhen life was not so
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threatening through sy^toms which may brinij them care
and protection of the earlier years.
Changes or exaggerations in attachment to parents were
frequent, as was shown in Cases 2 and 3 and in other children
who could not be left at nursery school. Case 5 is another
illustration of this problem.
Case 5 - Jackie
Jackie is a small, two-year-old youngster who was very
unhappy at the nxirsery and cried through most of the day
each time he came. Frequently he would repeat in a com-
pulsive manner some unintelligible questioning remark
about "Mimi," his name for his mother which has no ap-
parent relation to her actual name. At the end of the
day he miv^ht begin to play with a toy, but never with a
free or happy expression. His mother did not remain
with him long enough for him to become familiar with
the new surroundings in her presence, and she usually
left the room in an ineffectual manner, upset about his
crying, but making no attempt to do anything about it.
Mother herself has a rather childlike demeanor, and when
interviewed, was seriously disturbed about the living
arrancements she had made during her first month In
Cambridge. She had decided immediately that it would
be necessary for her to live with another couple, and
she asked the first person she met, an apparently com-
petent woman with a child Jackie's age, to room with
her. I'hey became very friendly at once. Mother com-
plained because she had been obliged to move frequently
in the past as a result of father* s occupation. After
he entered the Navy, mother and Jackie went to live
with grandparents, who, according to mother, spoiled
the child during their stay together. Vhen asked di-
rectly about her plans for the future, mother did not
give her long-range Intentions, but observed that she
would follow her husband until he left the country,
establishing Jackie with his grandparents if necessary.
Since his arrival in Cambridge, Jackie refuses to allow
mother to leave him. He cries and follows her about
everywhere. Though previously he was "more of a J-ama's
boy, he would remain with either parent. He always got
1 Charlotte Towle , "The Effect of the 'ar upon
Dren," Social Servl ce Review, 17:152, June, 1943.
Chil-

along happily when people were nearby, but would not stay
alone In a rooTn in his playpen. Mother had no complaints
about his earlier adjustment. He ate alone at thirteen
months, and now will not allow mother to feed him. In
the last two months he has shown a fer^r of dogs, whioh
mother attributes to an incident at :;randmother* s when a
dog knocked him down. Questioned obout birth history,
mother commented that it was hard enou.i:h havin-^ a child
without having to move. She thought that perhaps Jackie
had been ,_,etting too much affection, as she tends to hug
and squeeze him frequently. At home now he keeps up
anxious chatter, such as was exhibited at the nursery.
and talks to himself in bed, repeating, for instance,
the details of the procedure by which Dt
crib to this romm, this room."
)addy brought up
Although Jackie was classified for the purposes of this
study as having no problem in early adjustm.ent, this seems
unlikely in view of mother's attitude, his need to be near
other people, and his present difficulties. Of the thirty
cases studied, twelve were reported by mother to be morkedly
m.ore attached to one parent than to the other. In this spe-
cial group of twelve, four children were exaggeratedly at-
tached to mother and eight to father, both groups being
equally divided between boys and girls. Nine of these
twelve children whose attachment to one parent wcs promi»
nent reacted poorly to the war. This might appear quite
natural if the attachment was directed toward f^ither and
the reaction followed his ieparture , but among these cases
It is noteworthy that the four children whose attachment
to mother was stronger edso reacted badly to the war-caused
situation. In three of them this response to mother has
become intensified.
One wonders what basic emotional experience or

environinentnl laok makes these children demand excessive
contact with one parent, expressing a need so often doomed
to disappointment because of its compulsive quality. It
is as though the wish for affection remains unrequited be-
cause of the insatiable, neurotic trait which operates it.
This kind of attachment seems a particularly serious symp-
tom, for the individual who has not received enough early
gratification in the affectlonal area Is less able to
achieve satisfaction in give-and-take relationships in sub-
sequent stages of development. There is the danger that
such attached children will be unable to make the break
which is necessary before mature, adult relationships can
be enjoyed.

CHAPTER VIII
PREPARATION FOR CHANGE IN THE CHILD* 55 LIFE
The work of Freud and Burllnghara^ and Susan Isaacs^
with English children separated from their parents under a
variety of conditions has strengthened Immeasurahly the
belief that a gradual weaning or separating process Is most
successful and least painful in the long run. Much of the
difficulty sncountered In the first English evacuation re-
sulted from the lack of preparation of these children. Pro-
gressive workers in the field of child development advocate
that children become adapted to a new situation in slow
degrees of breaking away from the old. It has been pointed
out that gradual separation may bring more visible unhap-
plness; for instance, after a visit from parents children
away from home may cry which they would not do if parents
had not come. However, in spite of the pain of separation
which Ifc carried out over a period of time, it may be ben-
eficial in that it gives the child the opportunity to ac-
company the events taking place with his emotional reactions,
and to express his own feelings several times so that the
danger of a hidden residual will be minimized.
Situations brought to li^ht in the present investiga-
tion also pointed to the Importance of preparing children
1 Anna Freud and Dorothy T. Burllngham, V/ar and
Children . Also Freud -Burlingham Reports .
2 Susan Isaaoa, "The Uprooted Child," In Children

for separation. A three-and-a-half-year-old i]>irl, who had
never manifested any difficulty and was considered very well
adjusted in the nursery, had follov/ed father to three dif-
ferent locations in nine months, adjusting satisfactorily
each time. Recently, however, father had to leave the fam-
ily suddenly for two weeks. At this the child became upset
and did not want to leave the airport from which he had
departed, continued to cry at mealtimes because of his
absence, and could not fall asleep until she was completely
exhausted. Another example of this follows:
Case 6 - Dick
Dick was CO young, less than two years old, when his
father entered service that his mother did not want
to let him know anything about the change. She was
quite upset herself, fear in;- that they would be unable
to see father a^aln before he went overseas. In spit©
of the effort to have his father slip out when Dick
was asleep, the child awoke during the packing and
cried for a long time. This was considered unusual
for him, as mother describes him as an easy-going child
who never cries, Pollovvlnf^ father's departure, the
maternal grandmother who had been in the home for a
few days also left. Then Dick repeatedly asked his
mother, "Daddy go. Gramma go, Mommie go too?" For
six weeks following this he looked unhappy Yijhenever
the mother left the house, and appeared fearful that
she would not return. At this tine he reverted in
both wetting and soiling so that, according to mother,
"h© was never dry at all." Vhen he realized after the
six weeks of upset that she could be depended upon to
return to him, his symptoms disappeared, and ho is
again an active, happy youngster.
This need of gradual change and preparation seems sig-
nificant in other areas of child development, as well as in
regard to separation of the child from parents or from famil-
iar surroundings. This became apparent in the maladjustments

CHAPTSR IX
SOME CRITICAL POINTS IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT
One of the earliest and most priTnitive fears of the
child is that his needs may not be met because of separation
frora his mother. Anxiety results from his inability to
satisfy his own needs. "The child is afraid of disappoint-
ment by the adult, of punishment, of loss of love, and of
separation from the adult •"•^ He becomes aware of his for-
bidden thoughts and aggressive V7ishes, and in later situa-
tions where bis aggressive tendencies arise, the basic fear
may be reactivated, focusing anxiety on the new situation.
Security is necessary to reduce the anxiety and ag^^ression
which foster one another in a situation of frustration for
the individual. Desertion by the parents has only one mean-
ing to the child, removal of gratification and consequent
lack of love. In most cases of the present investigation
It was not alone the number of changes of residence or the
actual amount of separation from father which determined
reootions to the war, but a more basic security transcending
these single factors.
'^/ar adds to basic fears and anxieties.
War means insecurity. It may reopen an old anxiety;
it may bring about an actual change in the child *e
1 Emanuel Klein, "The Influence of Teachers* and
P€Q»ents» Attitudes upon Children in War Time," Mental
Hygiene
,
26:434, July, 1942.

environment; or It may mean sinply a transmission to
the child of the parents* feelings of insecurity,'^
The concept of security is now more Important than ever.
Separation is a kind of rejection to the child, which leads
to over-anxiety. As a result the child may clinc exces-
sively to his emotional supports, and be unable to mature
in the direction of independence and mutual affect ional
responses. It is interesting that in a study of upset chil-
dren^ aged seven to thirteen carried on through a series of
questions about war, national leaders, air raids, evacuation,
and dreams, the only questions which elicited anxiety in
the children involved separation. In the youn^^ children of
the present investigation security assumes similar impor-
tance. So much of growth depends on the stability resulting
from having achieved enough satisfaction to give up earlier
forms of gratification and go on to more independent activ-
ity.
In the early years the child reacts to very real frus-
tration, necessary in the process of socialization, with
destructive and aggressive impulses. Education is an effort
to help him control these in a manner consistent with the
demands of society. Also, it helps the child in himself,
since he fears his own aggression and finds relief in
2 Institute for Psychoanalysis, Growing Up in a
World at 'v7ar , (Unpaged,)
3 Lauretta Bender and John Prosch, "Children's
Reactions to the V/ar," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry
,
12:586, October, 1942,

certain rostriotions within which h© must adapt. Bad behav-
ior in itself creates anxiety at the same time that it is
often an expression of it.^ Aggression is a normal nnd
necessary component of personality, necessary for conbating
realistic dangers. But the young child is in the process
of learning to inhibit these primitive vdshes to arjiihllate
the person against whom his anger is directed, because his
mother wants him to restrain himself. These wishes, though
intense, are transitory, and full of guilt and anxiety. The
child may project his wishes, thus fearing that others may
do to him the terrible things he sometimes wishes for them.
From early, intrinsically egocentric attitudes and fan-
tasies, more social behavior and viewpoints develop, based
on the child's reactions and experiences in the family sit-
uation.^ V.Tien the Infant is hungry, he is helpless before
the urgency of his own desires for the food and the love
which feeding offers, and is stirred by rage because of the
denial of immediate satisfaction. Being dependent y he is
sometimes frustrated in his attempts to gain libidinal satis-
factions, and from this come aggressive feelings and con-
sequent fears of retribution in kind. Socialization offers
him mechaniSTiS to decrease the tension thus arising, but in
the early years while the adjustment is still in progress.
4 ?'arian Putnam, "Aggression in the Preschool Child,"
address before the Boston Association for Nursery Sduoationi
May 24, 1944.
jChlldren^ Susan Isaacs, The Social Development of Young
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there Is grave danger that aggression In the outside world
will reactivate aggression In the child.
Adults are trying to help children overcome the primi-
tive wishes of infancy. But here is the danger that the very
real destruction in the outer world which war implies may
meet the aggressiveness raging inside the child. War offers
realistic confirmation that these impulses which he is try-
ing to restrain are condoned in the world. The effect of
present war conditions on character patterns established in
the nursery years may be serious. It is interesting in this
connection that adults, too, are feeling the conflict between
expression and repression of aggression, and experiencing a
need for clarification in interpreting to their children.
Mothers interviewed for this study wore not as concerned
about the war games their children played or specific feara
surrounding the war, as they were a;^out problems Involving
teaching the child control in an uncontrolled world. They
are apparently feeling disturbed about the standards of char-
acter education which have been advocated in the past. Moth-
ers seem to be wondering how to teach their children to "stand
up for their own rights," and several of them philosophized
against the pattern of non-aggression of their generation.
Small wonder the children are conflicted I And this confusion
about standards must add to their feeling of insecurity.
V/hen the child is denied pleasure because of reality
factors and the insatiable nature of his need to be loved.

and is pressed to become socialized to hold his parents*
love, he becomes resentful and feels the force of education
as punishment. When punished, he hates, and feels guilty
about it. Separation from the parents who serve his needs
is in itself a terrible threat to the child. In addition,
it may appear as punishment for his hostile wishes, lahiah
would intensify his guilt. This feeling has been found in
evacuated children, as Freud and fiurllnghai? state:
It does not seem so vory dan^^erous to kill a parent in
fantasy if at the same time outward evidence shows
that this same parent is alive and well. Cut separa-
rlon seems to be an intolerable confirmation of all
these negative feelings, Father and mother are no"»v
really gone. The child is frightened by their absence
and suspects that their desertion may bo another pun-
ishment or even the consequence of its ovm bad wishes.
To overcome this guilt it overstresses all the love
which it has ever felt for its parents. This turns
the natural pain of separation into an Intense longing
which ie hard to bear.
The five-year-old boy presented above because of his interest
in war ^ames may be an exa-nple of exa*;; ••erated hostile wishes.
It seems as though this child's aggressive behavior is a con-
stant and compulsive acting out of hostility, accompanied by
anxious enuresis and masturbation, none of which actually
afford him relief from his tension. Apparently he is not
sufficiently secure with his parents to feel that he can be
accepted in spite of his hostile wishes, and the resultant
anxiety is expressed in agt^ression. This kind of situation
6 Anna Preud and Dorothy T, Burlingham, V/ar and
Children, p. 58.
c
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la by no means exclusive to wartime, but separations are
Increasingly common and traumatic now. War aggression and
separation are proof of the child »s worst fears, punishment
for his own Impulses. Secret guilt is increased when the
child is completely separated from his parents.
In the dear and familiar life of the family, the child
Is able to some extent to overcome his early angers
and hatreds and anxietles--at any rate the /vorst of
them—by the continued comfort of his parentf?* pres-
ence and care and affection, as well as by what he
learns to do for them in return. But now, suddenly
deprived of this comforting give and take, the old
nightmares of early childhood, his secret dread of hav-
ing Injured his parents by his defiant anger and hidden
greed and destructivoness
,
surge back upon him, and he
fears he will lose them for ever.'''
By the time the child is two years old he has become
quite aware of his father as a personage in the family. To
begin with, in even the most normal of families the father
is a dangerous rival, also claiming mother's attention. At
the same time that the child is feeling hostile because of
this, he feels love for him, and in the next few years this
conflict is being worked out with all the ambivalent force
Inherent in the situation. In the normal family triangle
the child works out an adjustment in relation to both par-
ents. The child feels the competition and rivalry, but
under favorable circumstances he learns that he can share
one parent with the other. The boy learns that his mother
loves him while she also loves his father, and the security
7 Susan Isaacs, "The Uprooted Child," in Children
In War-Time
,
p. 14.

of this knowledge is vital, '"hen the father Is away, however,
the ohild has no opportunity to feel that he is accepted and
loved despite the presence and power of his rival. Also,
under normal circumstances the child learnc to reduce his
anxiety by identifying with the parent of the sane sex. The
boy begins to see his father as a strong figure whom he
strives to enulate. This stimulates the process of maturing.
The little girl similarly tries to become like her mother,
the whole process of identification being a means of re-
lieving the tension of jealour.y. In wartime when the father
is absent, one element of the child »s mixed feelings, the
wish to have mother for himself, is satisfied.^ Thus there
may be less incentive for the child to gi^e his mother up
and mature. Also, without the father figure ever present,
representing the adult personality and the prohibitions of
society, the boy may lacl: the wish to follow his example
and develop a mature superego internalizing socicl precepts.
With father away, the solution of relctionship problems and
of conflicts between br^sic wishes end the standards of soci-
ety involves an image of the father which may have become
distorted. The internal struggle of the child to cope with
this exagfjerated father figure nay arouse an excessive amount
of guilt.
Identification with the strength of the male figure in
8 Elisabeth R. Pxeleerd
,
"Psychiatric Care of Children
in '"artime," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry
,
12:583,
October, 1942.
I
general may be a means of relieving anxiety end decreasing
the force of the many fears which threr^ten children because
they feel inadequate. The situation of father's absence
is serious for the girl, as vvell a a the boy. According to
the natural development in eerly years, the girl will shift
from the state of dependence upon mother to an identification
with mother and affeotional ties with father. If no father
figure is present, she may continue to cling irmtiaturely to
the female person, without developing a capacity for normal
relationships with men. One of the four-year-old £;irls in
the present study whose father had been away was perhaps suf-
fering from this situation when she complained about his at-
tentions to mother, saying, "That's my Mommy."
• It is interesting to note the rooction occasioned by
the presence of a familiar man in the Harvard nursery group.
The Jolly janitor appears frequently and is greeted almost
invariably with great enthusiasm by all the children. A
child v/ho is crying hopelessly, unimpressed by the solicitude
of a series of female adults, cen frequently be quieted Im-
mediately by simple friendliness from this man who might be
a stranger at that time. Unfortunately, as important as the
male role seems to be in the life of the young child, it is
often overlooked. When the mother leaves the home for any
reason another maternal figure usually takes over her duties
ftt once, whereas in the father's absence there is less like-
lihood that a substitute will appear immediately
•
I
The Infant's eraotional relationship to its father begins
later in life than to its mother, but certainly from
the second year onward it is an Inte^jirnl part of its
emotional life and a neoessary ingredient in the complex
forces which work towards the formation of Its character
and its personality. '
The child's earliest emotions are connected with feelings of
admiration for his superior strength and power and he comes
to represent, even more than the mother, the restrictive
demands of society, which arouses anger' a/jalnst him also. If
the child is reacting to rejection and insecurity with a
compulsive attempt to secure mother's affection, or the tie
to mother is too great, or the child is abnormally afraid
of father, the normal situation of rivalry will be further
exag^^erated.
9 Preud-Durlinghan Report, January, 1944, p. 2.
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PART III
SWMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
CHAPTER X
SUm^ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Forty preschool children have been studied in an effort
to determine the extent and the bases of their naiad justnents
in this era of upset and confused conditions, and to deter-
mine the interrelationships between the three areas:
(1) adjustnent in a new nursery situation
(S) early developiTiont and establishment of behavior
patterns consistent with chronolo£-ical age level
(3) adaptations to various conditions precipitated by
the war situation.
Interviews with mothers, direct observation of children,
end discussion with teachers supervising^ the children at a
special wartime nursery were the means of obtaining informa-
tion. The group studied intensively consisted of thirty
children between two and six years of age, representing one
set of circumstances among the many overlappinn possibilities
precipitated by the war. That is, the group was homogeneous
in that all the children had recently moved from their homes
in order to be near fathers who had entered military service.
Most of the group studied came from eoonomlcally secure fam-
ilies. Fathers were all military officers attending school
at the time the study was made, so that disruption of family
life had not been as complete or traumatic as it may be later.
(
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However, the number and kinds of reactions which have ap-
peared in these children are interesting. Almost half of
li
^ the children studied showed some recent change. Of course,
it is recognized that in tracing the development of young
children it is difficult to ascribe causes to the war, or
any other single factor, when one cannot predict what dovel-
opraent would have occurred in the normal process of grov/th,
or under other traumatic circumstances. Nevertheless, this
study proceeded in the hope that describing the observable
effects of this specific situation on these children, along
with some study of background factors in child development
in general, might be helpful later when the full force of
this crisis situation becomes felt.
A control group of ten children was also studied in-
cluding children who have not rnoved recently and whose fa-
thers are civilian instructors. This oroup indicated that
the same sjrndromes which ocour as reactions to war-caused
situations may also appear when a child is subjected to dif-
ficult, traumatic experiences, or when his lack of satis-
faction in infancy and early childhood has left him with
apparently unresolved conflicts.
Of the thirty study children, fourteen adapted satis-
factorily in all three of the areas Investigated, while
seven reacted unfavorably in each of these classifications.
It seems si'-nificant that such a large proportion of chil-
dren should behave consistently throughout many aspects of
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their lives, perhaps repeatint? earlier "rntterns of adjustment
and meeting new situations on the level of" socialization and
eitiotional maturity which they had attsined previously. This
would substantiate evidence of other investigations that
those children y/ho react neurotically to war-cnused situsitlons
are basically unstable. However, the four cases studied here
where the war reaction was not preceded or aocoinpanled by
difficulty in any other area brin^'^s up the possibility, which
military psychiatry emphasizes, that each individual has a
breaking point, and that one cannot predict completely the
extent or* the charnoter of difficulties which nay appear later
as a result of the war situation.
The symptoms presented by those children are familiar
ones, with a special tendency toward regression, physical
symptoms, and increased attachment to mother, all of "/hich
seem quite serious since they indicate a return to en earlier
form of gratification, rather than an active attempt to cope
with a painful situation. The fact of separation from, father
was felt in this group to be the nost significant single
factor in reactions to the war, end the influence of mother's
own attitude, her ability to make the child feel secure and
to exercise flexibility in setting standards of behavior, was
important. It has been emphasized throughout that though the
unfortunate effects of insecurity appear in many life situa-
tions, war tends to increose these anxiety-producing clrcum-
1 stances. The important points in dealin;j with Inevitable
1
. — .
•
i . = — — —

traumatic situations aro the expression of warn, affectionate
reassurance to support the child, and realistic, gradual
preparation for change so that the child rnay assimilate the
painful experience.
The child growing up in wartime suffers new deprivations
added to those necessary in the process of educating the child
to live in the world and to give up irnmature sources of grat-
ification. As a result, he may feel that these frustrations
are punishment for the natural hostile wishes he experienoea
when his wants are not fully met. In the case of father *s
absence from home, the child is in danger of losing a male
object with whon to Identify. Also, he r^^ay feel increased
guilt because father *s departure seems like the result of
the child »s "evil" wish to remove this rival for his rnother'e
affection. The triangle conflict of the early years cannot
be easily resolved without the actual presence of both par-
ents. Children who are under present circumstances becoTiing
InoreRslngly attached to their mothers are not having the
mature exporience of a gradual breaking away to form inde-
pendent associations, secure in the satisfactions which they
have attained earlier from their parents. Affectional demands
seem to multiply insatiably, and the children with syriptoms
of regression may have later emotional difficulties since
they have not enjoyed satisfactory p,lve-and-take relationships
along the way to maturity.
At this time a primary danger to child development is
(
the aggreasion In the outer world which stlra the acgrenalon
In the child at a time when society Is attempting to divert
It into acceptable channels. The child may see the \7ar as
confirmation of his own fears of punishment, which would
tend to increase his rullty anxietir. According to the pres-
ent state of our knowledr^e, the combination of love fron the
mother, the presence of a strong father representing qual-
ities which the child would like to imitate, and a society
where the agf^ressivo eloments are controlled, offers the
best basis of charactei? fonnation*
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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SCHEDULE A
Naae Sex Date of birth
Child's attachaent to mother at home
Date of interview
now
father at home
now
Other attachments
Preparation for father's change in status
Discussion of war by feuaily Child's questions
about war
war games
fears
movies
reaction to men in uniform
Birth histoiy
Difficulties in eating, sleeping, or elimination: past
present
Other fears, habits or problems
Amount of responsibility child assumes
Discipline
Social contact with other children! at home
in Cambridge
at nursery school
play interests and habits
Attendance at nursery school: date regularity
Adjustmenti description of child's behavior when left at first
later
> Relative size
capacities
attractiveness
Illnesses
Intelligence
Kind of play and intertats

SCHEDULE A (continued)
Relationship to the group
Special problene
Teacher's impression of family
Mother! age education occupation
description
interest in intervien
Fathers age education occupation
service
Siblings t name age description
relationship between the children
Observation of mother with the child
Mother's statement regarding child on application to nursery
use of nursery
self
father
her relationship with grandparents
relationship of parents to child
Impression of mother's attitude toward child, ex, enjoyment of child,
easy acceptance, resentment of child's presence, dissatisfaction
with child, annoyance at behavior, anxiety about behavior, insecurity
regarding management, feeling of competence, apparent guilt
Family's last penoaxient homei location length of residence
living arrangements previous residences
date father entered service
Father's first departure; date location location of family
child's reactions
Later moves ( location length arrangements
reactions
Cambridge t date of arrival living arrangements
activities of mother and child
reactions of mother
of child

SCHEDIJLE B
NURSERY
FHILLIP3 BROOKS HOUSE
HAiWARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
Child » 3 Name Age Date of Birth
Present Height Weight
Parent
Present address
Phone number
Diseases the child has had: Tests and Immunizations
Is there any other condition or data that you might give
that will give us a more complete picture of him, or her?
Previo-as residences:
Location Length of time in each Livinij arrangements
What other kinds of care has the child had? Relatives, maids,
nursery school, etc*
Father* 3 name, rank, service
Father's service address
Date of birth
Date of entering the service
Education
Previous occupation
Mother's name
Date of birth
Education
Occupation before marriage
If working now V/here?
Other children in the family:
Names Age Date of birth

LETTER TO WOTHERS OP COTTTROL rrROirp CTIILDRETT
June 2, 1944
Dear Mrs. Jones:
Mls3 Lydon of the Phillips Brooks nursery
at Harvarol has told me that in the past you
brought Johnnie to the nursery. The Habit Cllnlo
and the nursery are interested to knov; hoiw young-
sters seen to be taking conditions arising from
the war situation and have been asking mothers of
yo^^nG children their impressions, './ould you be
willing to help us by talking with me about your
child? I should be jlad to neet you or visit you
at home at yoijr convenience, and will call you at
the beginning of the 'aeek to see what arrant-ements
iiould best suit you.
Sincerely yours.
Research Worker

STANDARDS OF DEVELOPMENT IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN *
I. Physical
A. The Two-Ieer-Old
1, 50-57 inches tall
t. Weighs about Zl - 51 pounds
5. Impulse to aove and explore
4. Reacts to experience by direct overt behavior
5« Inhibitory apparatus only slightly developed
6. Tempo normally slow
7. Information scanty and unorganized
8* Language not elaborate and often inadequate
9. Imature in social awareness
10. Attention span short , distractible
B. The Three-Iear-Old
1, 52 - 40 inches tall
2. Weighs 25 - 55 potmds
5. Can go up and down stairs using alternate feet^ often
without holding on
4, Enjoys gross motor activities
5, Stops and starts with greater ease
6, Jumps with both feet together off low steps and crates, and
can jump 12 inches off ground
7, Can stand a second on one foot
8, Pedals a tricycle
9, Makes controlled marks with pencils or crayons
10. Folds paper lengthwise and crosswise, but not diagonally
11. Can undress himself and dress with some help
12. Toilets himself if clothes are suited to his use
15, Sleeps through the night without wetting
14. Can wash and wipe his hands, comb his hcdr and brush his
teeth with supervision
15. Can snip paper with scissors
16. Can build a 9 or 10 block tower
17. Can feed himself and rarely spills
16. Perfects his talking by actions
19. Can carry a breakable object without dropping it
C. The Four-Iear-Old
1, 55-40 inches tall
2. Weighs 29 - 41 pounds
Adapted from compilation by Winifred Lydon, Director of Nursery,
Phillips Brooks House, Harvard University.

5. Is a more facile runner
4. Can break the rhythm of his etride more easily
6. Can do a fair running broad Jump and a standing one
6, Skips on one foot, and can balance for a fev seconds
7. His legs, trunk, b&ck, and arms move in unison making
him appear more ni; -ble
8, Can button and unbutton clothing and lace shoes
9. Handedness appears to be more definite
10. Can thrice fold a piece of paper and make an oblique
crease on the third fold
11, Can cut on a etri^-ight line with scissors
12. Cf-ja toilet himself, comb his hair and brush his teeth
13, Can finish his meal and at the Scoae time take paz't in
the conversation
D, The Five-Iear-Old
1. 38-50 inches tall
2. Weighs 35 to 57 pounds
8. Has all his baby teeth
4, Has a well-developed sense of equilibrium, can ho skip
jump, leap and clifflb
5, His finer muscles are better developed, therefore he
moves with greater economy, giving the appearance of a
natural grace
6, Can keep rhythm that scmeone else has started
7, He now adds coasting to his motor play
8, Very active
II . Emotional
A. The Two-Iear-Old
1, Great need of security and love
Z, Expect only as touch as he is physiologically equipped
to perform without undue exertion, and make sure that
the feeling tone is one of satisfaction gained through a
sense of his own adequacy
S. Facing realities
a, tiae
b, mechanical world
c, physical y.orld
d, differing strengths and weaknesses
e, failures and successes
f , authority, both man and nature
g, his own feelings

B. The Three-Iear-Old
1. Fears are highly topical
2. Capable of some sympathy
3. Makes smiling, affectionate references to adults
4. May also direct attaches of anger against a physical object
5. quarrels are frequent but he can usual settle thea
6. He can express jealousy (new baby)
7. Sucics his thumb only imen thwarted or fatigued
8. There is a trfansitional, piecemeal ^iuality to all his
emotional reactions
C, The Four-Jear-Old
1. He is more self-reliant
2. Will argue and get angry with both adults and children
5. Has fear and soraetiises nightmares
4, Can be jealous and find ways to relieve this tension
5, Likes to feel adequate
6, Has a sense of belonging and being wanted
7, Shows pride in possessiorxs or accomplishment
8, Is secure in the world of his contemporaries
D. The Five-Xear-Old
1, Lacks sympathetic capacity
2, Has a sense of shame or disgrace
5. Calmness, seriousness, patience, poise, and purposefulness
are chiefly shown at this age
4, Pride in accomplishments and possessions
III. Social
A, The Two-Iear-Old
1. At home, a social power
2. At school. Bore gregarious than social
a. loves being near other children but treats them as
he would a physical object by watching, hugging, or
pushing them
b. little real interest in what they do or say
c. much vocalization, little conversation
d. little social give and taice, much physical snatch
and grab
e. when something is snatched from him, will later
snatch from someone else
S. He is acquiring tolerance in his own way and is accepting
a social climate common to a group of his contemporaries

B. The Three-Year-Old
1. He is very pleasing to adults and tries to please
2. Is aware of himself as a person among persons
5. Has a readiness to respond to spoken words
4, Plays dranatically with other children but still enjoys
solitary or parallel play
6, Aa<s questions to hear language
6. Laughs to make others la\igh
7. His hiMior is as amusing to him as it is to others
3. Enjoys helping others
Shares, and will wait for turns with help
C. The Four-Ieer-Old
1, Has a sense of himself as one siBong many
2. Realizes that he is an equal among other children
5. Is sophisticated and dogmatic
4. Questions are at their peak
5. Chatters along to make social rapport and to get attention
6. Is a fabricator
7. Is good at alibis
8. Is capable of self-criticism and self-appraisal
9. Makes acre social approaches
10. Makes declarations and running comr^ents
11, Asks questions to build his own language and mental
imagery (He can single out a Ttord from a sentence and
ask its meaning)
D, The Five-Iear-Old
1, There is nothing he is not willing to attempt
2, He has tested society and understands his part in it
5, He clears up after himself in an orderly fashion
4. Likes to complete what he starts
5. Talks without infrjitile articulation
6. Asks questions for information and wants definite answers
7. Obedient in the household
8. Protective of younger children
3, Rivalry now appears
10. Has capacities for friendships
11. Likes to impress others
12. Has confidence in others
15. Singles out special children with whom to play

Intellectual
A. The Two-Iear-Old
1, He has within himself a broad set of attitudes of
approach and withdrawal that have already become habitual
with him, although he can not speak hia emotions
2, He ceji understand practically all the simple things
that are ssid to him and iJialce simple answers to questions.
He can asi, "IHiat is this?", ^^'hat is that?", "Who is
this?", "Whos is that?", or say "Mo."
5, In trying to be independent he can imdress better than
he can dress, with some help and the right type of clothes
4. Conditions right he can do some toileting and he can
wash and dry his hands, not too well
5. He has learned to walk and climb fairly well. He can ride
a kiddy-car well and steer it around chairs and tablw in
a room
6. Can catch a large ball rolled toward him and can hold
himself in a low, steady swing
7. He can name other children, objects and pictures (right
kind) and is very quick to detect alterations or omissions
in any of his favorite stories
8. He can scribble with large crayons, string large beads,
put pegs (large ones) in a peg board (the row directly
in front of him first), and c£.n pile blocks
B, The Three-Iear-Old
1, Vocabulary 900 - 1000 words
2. Talks in short sentences, using more pronouns and pre-
positions
5. Knows his sex, last name, and often his address
4« Can be bargained with, can wait
5. Knows little of the outside world
6. Knows his possessions
7. Knowa night and day
8. KuowB forms but not colors
9. Needs to be shown, models do not suffice
10. Has an interest in finer manipulation of play materiele
11. Learns to listen and listens to learn
!£• Imitates
C. The Four-year-Old
1. Has a lively mind that covers much ground
2* Can make comparative Judgments
5. His mind is busy rather than profound
4. Has a meager understanding of past and future

5. Has some power of generalization and abstraction
6. His drawing of a nan has hands and legs on body
7. His thinking is consecntive and combinative
8. Can match 8 of 10 forms on form board
9. Can imitate structure of 5 block gate
10. Nar.es his drawings, paintings, clay modelings, and block
structures after they are well on the way to completion
11, Tries to reason with othor children
IE, Vocabulary is about 1500 words
15. Four-year-olds will gang up on a teacherj they will
also exclude a child from their pl&y
14, if directed, can clear up after himself
The Five-rear-Old
1, Knows his own right from left
2. His man, when drarm, has a head, body, legs, arms, eyes,
and sometimes ears
5. He works with a plan
4, He can carry on work or a story from day to day
5, He iinderstands word explanations
6, Has a speaking vocabulary of 2000 words
7, He is a realist
8, His definitions are in terms of use
9, He makes iicaediate practical judgments with size and color
10. He can count twenty objects
11. Builds with purpose of play
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